COMPANY PROFILE

Air-N-Gas Process Technologies was established in the year 2007, with an aim to boost the technical advances in the field of Adsorption based Gas Separation Systems, Air Filters and Air Dryers. In this short span of time, we have earned ourselves a niche in the air dryers industry and have established a great rapport amongst the leading manufacturers, exporters, traders and suppliers.

Supported by a group of efficient technocrats, we are headed by Mr. Shailesh Verma (B.Tech-Mech, DMM), who has accumulated a rich experience of more than 23 years in the respective field.

Our Group Companies

(1) Maas Engineering, Ahmedabad – Was established in the year 2009. Company is offering services & spares parts for Nitrogen Plant, Oxygen Plant, Various Air Dryers, Air & Water Chiller..etc.

(2) W2E Engineering, Delhi – Was established in the year 2011. Company is offering various range customized equipments especially in the field of Bio Gas, Gas drying Systems & Projects.

Key Personalities

(1) Mr. Shailesh Verma (CEO & Group Head) – Graduate in Mechanical Engineering with MBA in Marketing. More than 23 years of vast experience in Gas Separation technology

(2) Mr. Sanjay Sharma (Director - Techno Commercial) – Graduate in Mechanical Engineering. More than 25 Years of wide experience at various levels.

(3) Mrs. Mani Verma (Director – Finance & Admin) - Post Graduate in Labour & Social Welfare. More than 15 Years of vast experience in Admin & Finance.

(4) Mr. Anand Prakash (Manager – Global Sales) – Graduate in Elect & E`nix Engineering. More than 8 years of Experience in Sales & Marketing of capital Equipments.
Our Product Range

We specialize in designing, manufacturing, site installation and commissioning of the following products:

- **PSA Nitrogen Gas Generators**
- **PSA/VSA/VPSA Oxygen Gas Generators**
- **Ammonia Cracking Units for Hydrogen Generation**
- **Compressed Air Drying Units**
- **Air Dryers**
  - Low Pressure Air Dryer
  - High Pressure Air Dryers
  - Refrigerated Air Dryer
  - Heatless Desiccant Air Dryer
  - Heat Reactivated Air Dryer
  - Heat Of Compression Air Dryer
  - Split Flow No Purge Loss Air Dryer
  - Blower Regenerated Air Dryer
- **Bio Gas Dryer**
- **Gas Purification Systems**
- **Air Filters**
- **Oil Removal Filters**
- **After Coolers**
- **Moisture Separators**
- **Auto Drain Valves**
- **Air Receivers**
- **Pressure Vessels**
- **Air & Water Chillers.**

Services We Offer

- Up gradation and capacity enhancement of PSA Gas Generators
- Purity Correction and system modification for PSA Gas Generators
- Optimal Setting of process parameters for efficient operation
- Re-commissioning and servicing of PSA Plants
- Annual Maintenance Contract (Comprehensive and Non-comprehensive)
- Supply of all types of Desiccants’ and Catalysts for Gas Generators and Air Dryers
- Supply of all types of spares compatible to all the makers of Gas Generators/Dryers
Our Strength

- A state-of-the-art infrastructure adorned with latest machinery like arc welding machines, gas cutting machines, etc.
- Stringent and rigorously contemplated quality checks
- Proficient and well motivated staff inclusive of engineers, quality analysts and technocrats
- High on performance and excellent quality products like Nitrogen/Oxygen Gas Generators, Compressed Air Drying Units, High/Low Pressure Dryers, Air Filters, After Coolers, Auto Drain Valves, Air Receivers, Pressure Vessels, Air & Water Chillers, etc.
- Cost effective products, high on performance and durability
- Timely completion of orders and delivery of products to the clients
SOME OF OUR VALUED CLIENTS
List of Our Client

- 3M INDIA
- AARTI INDUSTRIES
- ABB LTD.
- ALEMBIC
- AMAR REMEDIES
- ARISTO PHARMA
- AM OZONIC PVT. LTD.
- ATUL LTD.
- ATOP FOOD PRODUCTS
- BEICO INDUSTRIES
- BILLET ELECTROWERK
- CADILA PHARMA
- CLARIS LIFE SCIENCES
- CREAMY FOOD PVT. LTD.
- DAZZLE FOODS
- ECONOMODE FOOD EQUIPMENT
- FILATEX LIMITED
- GONDUR INDIA PVT. LTD.
- GREEN PLANET ENERGY
- GSP CROP SCIENCE
- GUJARAT POLYFILS
- HINDUSTAN CHEMICAL COMPANY LTD.
- HINDUSTAN PENCILS
- HINDUSTHAN MISWACO
- INTAS PHARMACEUTICALS
- ISRO
- IPR
- INNOVATIVE ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGIES LTD.
- INDO AMINES LTD.
- JINDAL STEEL & POWER
- KILITCH DRUGS (I) LTD
- KANDLA ENERGY & CHEMICAL PVT. LTD.
- MEDISURGE HOSPITAL
- MATANGI INDUSTRIES
- MEGHAMANI ORGANICS
- NOVA PETROCHEMICALS
- NIRMA
- ORIANT BIOPOWER LTD.
- PIRAMAL HEALTHCARE
- PARSHURAM SOLVEX
- POLYCAB CABLES
- PRAJ INDUSTRIES
- PERFECT FILAMENT
- RAJ RAYON
- RAJASTHAN HOSPITAL
- RELIANCE INDUSTRIES LTD
- RIDDHI SIDDHI GLUCO BIOL
- ROYAL CASTOR
- RADIKAL OVERSEAS PVT. LTD.
- RUBAMIN
- SANATHAN TEXTILES
- SANSTER BIO-POLYMER LTD.
- SUMIT INDUSTRIES
- SAURASHTRA CHEMICALS
- SARLA INDUSTRIES
- SCHUTZ CARBON
- SKP BEARING INDUSTRIES
- TATA MOTORS
- TECH AID
- TORRENT PHARMA
- UNIVERSAL MEDIKAR
- VENUS COMPRESSOR
- VITAL HEALTHCARE
- VEEDA CLINICAL RESEARCH
- VA TECH WABAG
- WELSPUN SYNTAX
- ZYDUS CADILA
FACT SHEET

| Name * | AIR-N-GAS PROCESS TECHNOLOGIES |
| Address * | B-8, Maruti Indl. Estate, Near. Kiran Ind, G.I.D.C Phase-1 Vatva, Ahmedabad |
| Street * | Vatva |
| City * | AHMEDABAD |
| Country * | INDIA |
| Pin Code * | 380015 |
| Telephone/ Fax No | +91 79 40064451 |
| Contact Person name | Mr. SHAILESH VERMA |
| Contact Person Tel\Mobile no | Cell No. +91 9879567526 |
| Email * | shailesh@air-n-gas.com |
| PAN Number * | ACGPV2714C |
| GUJRAT TIN NO. | 24073803419 DTD 23.05.07 |
| CENTRAL TIN NO. | 24573803419 DTD 23.05.07 |
| Excise No | ACGPV2714CEM001 |
| Commissionerate | Ahmedabad I |
| Division | DIVISION II ( VATVA I) |
| Range | RANGE IV |
| IEC No. | 0813009162 |
| D&B D-U-N-S No. | 67-693-9111 |
| Bank Details |
| Bank Name * | HDFC Bank |
| Bank Address * | Shyamal Cross Road, 100 Ft Ring Road, Vejalpur, Ahmedabad-389 340 Gujarat |
| Bank Branch * | Vejalpur |
| Bank Account No | 16768020000054 |
| Reference Details(Type of Account) | CURRENT ACCOUNT |
| Bank Key / MICR No. on your cheque (9 digits code) | 380 240031 |
| IFS Code for RTGS/ NEFT | HDFC0001676 |

Please visit our Website www.air-n-gas.com for more Details.
Certificate of Registration

This is to certify that
The Quality Management Systems
Of
AIR-N-GAS PROCESS TECHNOLOGIES
at
B - 8, MARUTI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, NEAR KIRAN INDUSTRIES,
PHASE - 1, G.I.D.C. VATVA, AHMEDABAD – 382 445
(GUJARAT) (INDIA)

Has been found to conform to the Quality Management System Standard:

ISO 9001:2008

This certificate is valid for the following Product or Service ranges:

MANUFACTURING OF GAS GENERATION PLANTS,
BIO-GAS PLANTS AND AIR & GAS DRYERS

Certificate No. : PCMS/QMS/1799-2014
Issued on : 26/04/2014
Validity Date : 25/04/2017

1st Surveillance Due On: 26/03/2015
2nd Surveillance Due On: 26/03/2016

The validity of certificate is subject to regular surveillance audit on or before
above mentioned dates and it’s only valid after successful surveillance with continuation
letter issued by PCMS

Authorised by
CHAIRMAN / DIRECTOR

P.C MANAGEMENT SYSTEM PVT. LTD.
134-A, 11th Floor, Taimoor Nagar,
NEW FRIENDS COLONY, NEW DELHI – 110 065 (INDIA)

MEMBER OF MULTILATERAL
RECOGNITION ARRANGEMENT

JAS-ANZ

IAF

Acc.No. : M31112041N
www.jas-anz.org/register

THE CERTIFICATE REMAINS THE PROPERTY OF PCMS AS PER CERTIFICATION AGREEMENT CONTRACT.
February 29, 2012

Authorized Signature

For Dun & Bradstreet Information Services India Private Limited

DBB D-U-N-S® Number: 67-693-9111

This is to certify that

Air-N-Gas Process Technologies

8, Maruti Industrial Estate, Near Choksi Tube, Phase-1, CIDC Vatva,
Ahmedabad - 382 445, Gujarat, India

is now part of the Dun & Bradstreet Global Database

and has been assigned the

DBB D-U-N-S® Number: 67-693-9111

The fact that this business is registered in the DBB database should not be construed as suggesting that we have any financial or business transactions approved, denied, restricted or delayed. If any further information is required, please contact Dun & Bradstreet Corporation, USA.